A great knowledge out there,
A powerful tool of knowledge,
A knowledge that would last a lifetime
An ancient Chinese science that prescribes ways of living in a state of harmony and balance with your personal environment in order to enjoy good fortune.

Feng Shui prescribes auspicious orientations for harnessing mysterious metaphysical forces that float in the air and the space that surrounds us.

It is also a technique of arranging living space, a method of managing your surroundings, of arranging layouts and furniture.

Everyone that practices feng shui strive to surround themselves with Auspicious “Qi”. Qi in traditional Chinese culture is an active principle forming part of any living thing and is frequently translated as life energy or energy flow and is the central underlying principle in traditional Chinese medicine and martial arts.

A home should be located, orientated and arranged to create a maximum amount of Qi to assure good fortune and benefits every member of the household, particularly the head of the household. With good feng shui, the good fortune is perpetuated from descendant to descendant for at least five generations.

Feng Shui literally translated to Wind & Water. The term refers to the early Chinese agrarian culture where the
importance of sufficient water and mild wind cannot be overstated for a bountiful harvest.

Feng Shui is also an art that requires subjective judgment and interpretation. Experience is a significant asset in the practice of Feng Shui, this is because much of Feng Shui assessments are highly visual, requiring the human eye to make important evaluations with respect to shapes, terrain and contours.

The earliest evidence for the origin of Feng Shui was from the Yangshao (a Neolithic culture that existed extensively along the central Yellow River in China – 5000BC to 3000BC) and Hongshan (a Neolithic culture northeastern China – 4700BC to 2900BC) cultures and it relied on astronomy to find correlations between humans and the universe until the invention of the magnetic compass.

The history of Feng Shui covers over a span of approximately 3,500 plus years before the invention of magnetic compass, apart from tracing some current techniques to the Neolithic China, other was added during the Han, Tang, Song and Ming dynasty.

To assess and analyze the Feng Shui of a property, calculation of different classical schools of feng shui is used and a Luopan (Chinese magnetic compass) has to be use to determine the precise direction of a structure or other items.

Classical Feng Shui is not a superstitious belief nor is it religious. It is not space clearing or clearing energies by ringing a bell or clapping hands. Feng Shui is purely ancient Chinese science, there are many different schools of Feng Shui but all authentic classical feng shui is based on the same concepts. Always learn the classical way of Feng Shui.

There will always be new research and never-ending studies of feng shui. Be sure to know which school of feng shui to apply.
Feng Shui practiced by ruling classes of Imperial China remains an important part of practice and Feng Shui Masters were revered for their highly respected knowledge.

Anyone can learn Feng Shui, it is not a difficult subject, either to understand or to practice. It does not require an intensity of faith or possession of metaphysical or psychic abilities, as Feng Shui is science, a method, a technique based on comprehensive set of guidelines that express the Chinese view of the Universe. It defines the existence of a life force in the natural environment, and this life can be either auspicious or accommodating, or it can be threatening and lethal.

There are many schools of feng shui and the classical schools of feng shui that comprise of four main schools are the San He Environment, Landscape & Form School of Feng Shui.

By using the environment surrounding your property to tap the good energy flow. The physical surroundings are judge according to how they visually appear. Mountains, hills, rivers, roads, levels, undulations, shape, smells, and just about everything that assails the senses, enter into the analysis of the surrounding environment. In addition, the quality of the soil, the strength of the winds, the
intensity of the sunlight, the lushness of plants, and the angle of inclines, are factored into the Feng Shui man’s evaluation of the land.

This method is particularly used when land is purchased to built the property and how to position the property to blend in with the surrounding to create good energy flow into the property. In any case, studying environment feng shui is upmost important as there may be conflicts or negative forces that can effect the people in the property.

Natural forms of mountains, river or sea will always be considered with top priority and by blending the property with the natural formation of the environment will have great impact.

**Ba Zhai 8 Mansions Compass School of Feng Shui**

This is derived from the Bagua Lou Shu numbers and is used on compass direction for formulas and is easy to use. It is more exact and focused than using the generalized recommendations contained in the 8 Life Aspirations.

By using a formula to calculate one’s date of birth, a personal Life Trigram Gua number will be determine whether a person represents the East Group or a West Group. From here on, there will be four auspicious and four inauspicious compass directions that can be used in this system to determine the sitting and facing directions for yourself, property and arranging of furniture in the household.

With 8 mansions, you will also be able to learn each number’s characteristic and elements and how to make it work to your benefit. With our method of dissecting each of the 8 compass directions into points system, it will be easy for you to relate to the usage of these directions.

8 mansions is applied everyday in your life and can be utilize to the fullest extend, this calculation does not changed
and is your Life Trigram Gua number from the day you were born.

**San Yuan Flying Stars School of Feng Shui**
San Yuan Flying Stars is one of disciplines and is an integration of the principles of Yin and Yang, the interactions between five elements, the eight trigrams, the Lou Shu numbers and the 24 mountains by using time, space and object to create an astrological chart to analyze positive auras and negative auras of a building. These include analyzing wealth, mental and physiological state, success, relationships with external parties, and health of the inhabitant.

Flying Stars are calculated based on the main door direction of your property that opens out to the front of the property and by using the Lou Shu 9 grid chart, the numbers are derived and combinations of numbers will give its true meanings of each different sectors of the property as each number in the Lou Shu chart represents one of the Chinese trigrams and is related to an element, family member, cardinal, colour, hour, season, organ, ailment and many others.

Time is divided into 20-Year cycles, each cycle of 20 years is a Period and a grand cycle comprises of 9 Periods in total, which covers a span of 180 years. Flying Stars can also be used annually, monthly, daily, and hourly. Most practitioners currently practice the flying star method, as it is a tool that can tell you the history and the future at the same time.

**Xuan Gong Da Gua – Date Selection**
This is another Classical School of Feng Shui not to be ignored as date selections is vital especially when starting a project, renovations, ground breaking ceremony, wedding ceremony and so forth. It is vital because there is always bound to be a clash of the day or monthly or even yearly afflictions that do not allow you to work within that period as it can divert
the energy to become somewhat negative and can be harmful to the people of the household.

On the other hand having an auspicious date can also increase your luck tremendously and sustain good luck with opportunities or ensuring that every runs smoothly. This schools is rarely taught in current time as it is a very extensive course to study and many institute or academy has had this subject cut short and just enough to learn what can be applied daily.

This subject is also linked to Chinese Astrology, as timing is not just based on a building, but also on human interaction. Date selection is a tedious job and normally would involve a lot of calculations in order to get a suitable date and time when applying to the purpose. There are also many different methods of date selections and depending on what you need to use it and how you want to use it.

These are just four of the Main Classical School of Feng Shui that is widely applied in this present time, however some Feng Shui Master only apply one or two method when consulting as these formulas can contradict one another therefore, it is vital that when learning feng shui, don’t just learn the theory but also learn the practical training of it and this should be guided and taught by an experience teacher otherwise it can be harmful when apply wrong.
“Choose a job you love, and you will never have to work a day in your life”
– Confucius –

“Feng Shui is a way of living and has every bit to do with the balance of your daily life – the simplicity of Yin and Yang”

At Mfengshuified Institute Of Authentic Classical Feng Shui (MI), our aim is to spread the classical way of feng shui and have it practice efficiently as there aren’t many institutes that can provide detailed information, notes and formulas the classical authentic way as it should be when founded many centuries ago.

MI is founded and run by a husband and wife team, Jancy and Fraymond Lew whom are both Feng Shui practitioners. Their long interest in this art had naturally pulled them to study and graduate together under the tutelage of Grandmaster Yap Cheng Hai who is the must sought after Feng Shui master that has over 50 years of experience.

Together as a unit they pursue to practice Classical Feng Shui to ease today’s modern living by applying the Four Main Classical Schools of Feng Shui methods, to suit into today’s modern lifestyle. They are very passionate in helping people and work towards blending
their knowledge to ideally achieve a harmonious living environment and are willing to share all the secrets they have learned.

Students will now have the opportunity to learn ancient kept secret formulas that was taught from the Yap Cheng Hai Lineage who is one of the best and most knowledgeable Feng Shui Master today in Authentic Classical Feng Shui; who has unlocked many secrets of the Bagua and Lou Shu numbers thereby allowing previously unintelligible explanations contained in the old texts. We are proud to have learned and to extend this knowledge from the great master and to spread his teaching and lineage to students all over the world.

At MI students will not only learn the theory side of feng shui but will have to endure practical trainings, onsite tours, onsite audits, presentations, case studies and many revision hours in order to put them into being a first class Master Practitioners in this field. With many experience to share, it is another source of learning and guiding all students to a clearer path on what Classical Feng Shui is all about and how to practice it with great care and awareness.

MI has previously held classes for small groups of students around Malaysia and Australia from time to time but is now ready to administer to students all over who has the interest to learn this Chinese wisdom natural science from their main campus in Melbourne, Australia.

At this campus, you can also view a wide variety of symbolic feng shui cures & enhancer that are readily available and acquire any feng shui tools needed to practice feng shui as we are also the business agents for the prestigious brand “World Of Feng Shui”. This makes us the right institute to learn Classical Feng Shui at as we have all the amenities available for you.
All classes are conducted in English language and translation shall be provided for formulas that have Chinese characters.

All teaching is based on the Classical Schools of Feng Shui. A qualified instructor will provide students with workbooks and slide presentations.

Methods of teaching:

- Theory classroom time with workbooks & written notes by student themselves for student to absorb more efficiently.
- Onsite workshop tours for student to view the actual sites.
- Practical training (Master Graduate Course) for a first hand in solving the puzzle as a consultant.
- Exams and presentation of case studies for students to learn their own analysis.
- Revision hours are the duration the students have to complete on their own with case studies provided and submitted within a deadline.

There are several intakes that students can register to suit their timing. These classes are split between the Extended Course and the Intensive Course for the Master Practitioner Course (MPC).

MPC Extended Course are held as follows:

- Over a period of six Saturdays and one Sunday over one and a half month. Classes held from 9:30am-5:30pm.
- Consist of 4 ½ days of classes, ½ day exam and 2 days onsite workshop tour.

MPC Intensive Course are held as follows:

- Over seven consecutive days. Classes held from 9:30am-5:30pm
- Consist of 4 ½ day of classes, ½ day exam and 2 days onsite workshop tour.
Master Graduate Course (MMGC) is conducted differently and it involves classroom time and more onsite practical training. Students will also need to learn the following during the onsite practical training:

- Measuring Incoming Dragon
- Measuring Mountain
- Measuring Rivers and Roads
- Applying formulas on audits with case studies.
- Onsite audit of commercial properties
- Onsite audit of apartments

MMGC are held yearly, usually at the end of the year and students must have already successfully completed the MPC course, passed all exams and dutifully completed their revision hours and submitted their case studies before they can pursue the MMGC course.

MMGC course are held as follows:

- Over a period of eight consecutive days.
- Consist of 3 days of classes, 4 ½ days onsite practical training. It includes practical onsite test and presentation.
- The evening of the last day will be the Graduation Ceremony.

To find out more about our intake, refer to page 36 Course Intake
Master Practitioner Course (MPC)

This course is the first step that all students are required to enroll in and it consists of five subjects (M1-M5) that provide students with the foundation of feng shui studies to classical school methods. At the end of this course, students will be able to practice feng shui with better knowledge and can be their own Feng Shui Practitioner and go on to consulting. The following pages will provide more on the subject outlines.

Master Graduate Course (MMGC)

Unlike the MPC course, the Master Graduate Course has more onsite practical training to train students to be first class Master Practitioners with more formula involved. Student will need to complete the MPC course successfully before applying for this course. This course consists of three subjects (M6-M8) that allow you to know all there is to know about classical feng shui and students will gain more confidence once completing the course to become a Master Practitioner.
“It does not matter how slowly you go as long as you do not stop”
–Confucius–

**Other Courses, Seminar and Future Plans**

**M-Numero (M9)**
A fun course that will teach you how to combine numerology with feng shui loushu numbering and to reveal each meaning of the numbers. It is a course that will stimulate your mind daily to find true meaning in life and to understand the purpose of it and to find a solution for your destiny.

**Annual Feng Shui Forecast & Updates (MFU)**
One day event annually that will give you the most important highlights of the year and of your life with what to expect from different aspects with the global economy to your household to your very own astrological sign.

**Future Plans**
Future courses and guest lecturer/speakers are in the pipeline. This institutes provides students to be updated with knowledge, to continue on with other courses, to excel and explore more into the World of Feng Shui. Future course:
- Most Powerful Water Feng Shui
- BaZi
- Inner Feng Shui
- Cosmic Magic
- I-Ching
- Symbolic Placement
- Xuan Gong Da Gua Date Selection
- Reiki & Space Clearing
- Psychic Reading
Back to Basic, your first step to become a great practitioner.

This subject is designed to understand Classical Feng Shui, the birth of feng shui from ancient times and how the polarity of Yin and Yang is develop through the transformation of Bagua. The importance of using the five elements and how it co-relates, the history of HeTu and LouShu numbering systems, and the use of Eight Life Aspiration Theory. This subject also covers symbols of good fortune and how to be creative with elements. This basic theory is an introduction to the four main schools of classical feng shui and general principles of feng shui for beginners.
Introduction of Feng Shui
- What is feng shui
- Existence of feng shui
- Dissemination of feng shui
- Changing face of feng shui
- Feng shui masters
- Using feng shui
- Activating luck
- Trinity of luck
- Feng shui Q & A

Fundamentals
- Nine main principles
- What is Qi
- What is Tai Ji
- Yin and Yang
- Development of bagua
- Early heaven bagua
- Later heaven bagua
- The five elements & transformation
- The cycle of five elements
- HeTu River Map
- Lou Shu numbering
- Five elements in later heaven Bagua

Eight Life Aspiration
- Nine grid sectors
- Elements, shapes and colours
- Symbolic placement and creativity

Principles of Feng Shui
- Feng Shui Q & A

Case Studies
- Case study using five-element theory
- Case study using eight-life aspiration

Subject Information
Total Course Duration 24 hours
Class Duration 1 day (8 hours)
Revision Duration 14 hours
(Include half day 2 hours TEST Paper)
Pre-Requisites: None

Language & Course Material:
This subject is conducted in English and workbook will be provided for students.

Recognition & Next Step
Upon successfully completing the Test, a confirmation letter will be provided for a placement to continue to M2. Upon successful completion of all subjects M1-M5 and Test, you will graduate with a Diploma in Master Practitioner Course.
Sharpening and creating awareness to crave a great future ahead

This subject is design to sharpen observation skills and looking at feng shui in a perspective of awareness to the surroundings. It teaches you what to look out for and how to analyze the surroundings with the flow of Qi energy from good & bad views, the productive & destructive form of land and buildings; studying the good formation layouts, shapes, landscape and the four celestial formation. This subject is an eye-opener to the world of feng shui and by the end of this subject you will be in a state of awareness to the environment and surroundings.
Types of Qi
- Quality of Sheng Qi
- Quality of Sha Qi
- The different forms of Sha Qi

Qi from Environment
- Form of Land & Building
- Productive form
- Destructive form
- Location of Land & Building
- Productive location
- Destructive location

Four Celestial
- What are the four celestial
- Application of the four celestial
- Killing force of the four celestial

General Forms, Shapes & Effect of the Environment
- Shape of Land
- Main entrance consideration
- Wind sha
- River & road
- Design attributes
- Additional killing forms
- Internal killing Qi

Workshop
This subject will include a workshop tour of the surrounding to help students recognize the theory of what is learn in class. Workshop will be conducted on another day or as organized by the institute.

Subject Information
Total Course Duration 24 hours
Class Duration 1 day (8 hours)
Revision Duration 8 hours
Workshop Duration ½ day (4 hours)
(Include half day 2+2 hours TEST Paper)
Pre-Requisites: Completion of M1

Language & Course Material:
This subject is conducted in English and workbook will be provided for students.

Recognition & Next Step
Upon successfully completing the Test, a confirmation letter will be provided for a placement to continue to M3. Upon successful completion of all subjects M1-M5 and Test, you will graduate with a Diploma in Master Practitioner Course.
East meets West and how this is a vital importance for you from birth

Ba Zhai 8 Mansions is one of the most powerful schools of classical feng shui, it is based on the eight compass directions and derived from your birth date. In this subject you will learn the importance of 8 mansions in ones life, what each mansion represents and how to calculate the good and bad sectors of a mansion. You will also learn how to apply, activate, counter and key factors of applications that can be used based on years of research. This subject will also reveal the relation of 8 mansions & the 24 mountains and how it is related to uncover its secret attributes.
Introduction of Ba Zhai
- Definition of 8 mansions
- Fundamental HeTu
- Fundamental Luo Shu
- Fundamental - development of bagua
- East and West life
- Root of 8 mansions
- Transformation of 8 mansions
- Categories & meanings in 8 mansions
- Relationship match
- Suppressed mansions
- Compass directions, elements and characteristics.

Application of Ba Zhai
- Calculation of Life Trigram “Gua”
- Placement and Facing
- Allocation of mansions
- Principles of applications (good & bad)
- Yang force (priorities & application)

Case Study - Application
- Big Tai Ji application
- Small Tai Ji application
- Activation and counters

Ba Zhai 24 Mountains
- 24 mountains
- Three combinations
- Secret Attributes
- Case study

Ba Zhai Basic Water Placement
- General rules of water placement
- Period 8 water – Luo Shu
- Ba Zhai water placement

Case Study
- Apartment
- Office
- Retail Shop
- Landed Property

Workshop
This subject will include a workshop tour of the surrounding to help students recognize the theory of what is learnt in class. Workshop will be conducted on another day or as organized by the institute.

Subject Information
Total Course Duration 48 hours
Class Duration 1 day (8 hours)
Revision Duration 32 hours
Workshop Duration ½ day (4 hours)
(Include half-day 2+2 hours TEST Paper)
Pre-Requisites: Completion of M2
Language & Course Material:
This subject is conducted in English and workbook will be provided for students.
Recognition & Next Step
Upon successfully completing the Test, a confirmation letter will be provided for a placement to continue to M4. Upon successful completion of all subjects M1-M5 and Test, you will graduate with a Diploma in Master Practitioner Course.
The infamous Flying Stars that is highly sought after in today’s Classical Feng Shui

This subject is filled with case studies to further understand the concept of San Yuan Flying Stars. This is another important schools of Classical Feng Shui and the numbering system is one that is crucial to a property and its existence can be a turning point in ones life. You will learn the definition of each numbers, the cause & effect, the energy distribution, the combination numbering, how to enhance and weaken the numbers and many other key factors. At the end of this subject you will have mastered the flying stars method and have a greater understanding towards it.
Principles of Flying Stars
- Introduction of San Yuan 3 Cycles
- Luo Shu squares
- Taking directions
- How to determine a period
- How to change a period
- 3 cycles changing the quality of Qi
- Definition of numbers
- 3 cycles and the 24 mountains
- Yin and Yang of the 24 mountains in San Yuan

Flying Stars Xuan Kong Fai Xing
- Using the luo pan
- Luo Shu flying stars
- Flying stars in different period
- Knowing the position of each star location
- How to determine the direction
- How to fly the numbers
- Element of the stars
- Enhancing and weakening of stars
- How to use the stars
- Cures and remedies
- Star combinations and meaning
- Special flying stars formation
- Qi distribution

- Priorities and ranking of the use of the stars

Case Study - Application
- Big Tai Ji Application
- Small Tai Ji Application

San Yuan Influences - Timing
- Calculation of timing cycles
- Annual timing influences
- Monthly timing influences
- Annual & monthly timing influences
- True & false spirit based on San Yuan
- Application of water based on True & False Spirit
- Application of dragon, mountain and facing based on True and False Spirit
- Application of incoming road, based on True and False Spirit.

Case Study - Application
- Qi distribution

Case Study
- Apartment
- Office
- Retail Shop
- Landed Property

Workshop
This subject will include a workshop tour of the surrounding to help students recognize the theory of what is learn in class. Workshop will be conducted on another day or as organized by the institute.

Subject Information
Total Course Duration 48 hours
Class Duration 1 day (8 hours)
Revision Duration 32 hours
Workshop Duration ½ day (4 hours)
(Include half-day 2+2 hours TEST Paper)
Pre-Requisites: Completion of M3
Language & Course Material:
This subject is conducted in English and workbook will be provided for students.

Recognition & Next Step
Upon successfully completing the Test, a confirmation letter will be provided for a placement to continue to M5. Upon successful completion of all subjects M1-M5 and Test, you will graduate with a Diploma in Master Practitioner Course.
Timing is everything!

This class emphasize on the importance of time and space calculations. How to calculate and apply accurately is very crucial. In this class you will learn the calculation of period, annual and monthly timing effects, how to read the ten thousand year calendar and how the negative time will affect our surroundings. After this class, you will be able to calculate the annual afflictions like a true feng shui practitioner and this is a very important tool as it will be able to determine the future. Understand the true meanings and how to remedy the afflictions is another crucial technique taught in this class.
Time Element
- Why is timing important

8 Mansions Timing Influences
- 8 mansions timing calculations
- Application
- Timing on strongest years
- Timing on weakest years
- Case study

Annual Timing Influences
- Tai Sui – Deity of the Year
- Tai Sui in different years
- Sui Poh – Year Breaker
- Sui Poh annual timing
- Monthly Tai Sui and Sui Poh timing

- San Sha three Killings
- Effects of three killings on the five mountains
- Formula on the three killing frames
- Five yellow
- Annual five yellow timing
- Calculation of five yellow
- Monthly five yellow san yuan chart
- Master Killing Days

How to Read
- Ten Thousand Year Calendar
- Solar Calendar
- Lunar Calendar

Subject Information
Total Course Duration 16 hours
Class Duration ½ day (4 hours)
Revision Duration 10 hours
(Include half day 2 hours TEST Paper)
Pre-Requisites: Completion of M4

Language & Course Material:
This subject is conducted in English and workbook will be provided for students.

Recognition & Next Step
Upon successfully completing the Test, you will graduate with a Diploma in Master Practitioner Course. A placement will be confirmed for you in the Master Graduate Course.
With mountain there is support and authority, the power of nature.

In this subject, the introduction of 24 mountains and the meaning of each mountain shall be taught. The five elements play an important role in the mountains, and you will be taught how to use it effectively together with the polarity of the 24 mountains and how to use your compass in accordance to the 24 mountains. This subject will bring you to differentiate a dragon and a mountain, the similarity of a river and a road and includes workshops tour that will assist you in using your luo pan and how to measurement effectively with mountains, incoming dragon, river and road.
San He Environment Feng Shui Principles
- Definition of San He
- Measuring incoming dragon and mountain
- Measuring incoming road and river
- What is an embrace form
- The 5 elements and San He

Additional Subject
- How to analyze a layout plan
- Symbols and meanings of a architectural layout plan
- How to draw a simple layout

Workshop
This subject will include a workshop tour of the surrounding to help students recognize the theory of what is learn in class. Workshop will be conducted on another day or as organized by the institute.

Yin and Yang of 24 Mountains in San He
- Early Heaven Bagua
- Later Heaven Bagua
- Yin and Yang Polarity and Secret Attributes

Subject Information
Total Course Duration 16 hours
Class Duration ½ day (4 hours)
Revision Duration 7 hours
Workshop Duration ½ day (4 hours)
(Include 1 hour TEST Paper)

Pre-Requisites: Completion of MPC

Language & Course Material:
This subject is conducted in English and workbook will be provided for students.

Recognition & Next Step
Upon successfully completing the Test, a confirmation letter will be provided for a placement to continue to M7. Upon successful completion of all subjects M6-M8 and Test, you will graduate with a Diploma in Master Graduate Course.
One of the most powerful schools of classical feng shui is San He Environment Formulas.

This subject gives you all the formulas of killing energies and the outcome of each deadly energies and forces. It will teach you to recognize these energies and forces that in from incoming dragons, mountain, roads and rivers. This subject is your pathway to become a Master in feng shui as you will be able to fully assess the surroundings and is especially useful when you have to consult audits of land and for those who would like to built their own property from scratch. A subject that will define a detail and cautious consultant the importance of these formulas.
San He Killing Forces
- San He and San Yuan deadly energies
- Deadly forces formulas
- Eight-palace yellow spring (8 killing forces) formula
- Eight-road yellow spring (8 roads of destruction) formula
- Peach blossom killing formula
- Frightened goat killing formula
- Triple punishment formula
- Six harm formula
- Four-destruction formula

San Yuan Killing Forces
- Sitting Robbery Mountain

Case Study
- Application of Incoming Mountain
- Application of Incoming Road

Subject Information
Total Course Duration 16 hours
Class Duration 1 day (8 hours)
Revision Duration 7 hours
(Include 1 hour TEST Paper)

Pre-Requisites: Completion of M6

Language & Course Material:
This subject is conducted in English and workbook will be provided for students.

Recognition & Next Step
Upon successfully completing the Test, a confirmation letter will be provided for a placement to continue to M8. Upon successful completion of all subjects M6-M8 and Test, you will graduate with a Diploma in Master Graduate Course.
Where there is deadly forces, there’s also the positive forces; balance is what feng shui is about!

This subjects will teach you how to apply good energy flow, positioning of property with the environment that includes, river, road, mountain, building and where to activate water feature and crystals to enhance immediate wealth luck. With students understanding the M7 subject and now M8, you will gain a very powerful knowledge and tools with the formulas taught and become an important consultant, as you will be fully equip with all the vital main schools of classical feng shui there is to learn and apply.
San He Door and Road Formulas

- Earth Plate Yin and Yang Matching
- San He precious jewel road and facing formula
- HeTu growth and success combination formula
- Luo Shu combination formula
- Combination ten formation – Later Heaven Bagua formula
- Collecting the mountain and releasing sha formula
- Application of collecting mountain and releasing sha formula

San He Dragon Formulas

- Three Ring of San He Luo Pan
- Bagua direct combination ten
- Measuring incoming dragon
- Measuring mountain
- Measuring incoming river/road
- NaJia combination Inner Trigram
- Tang Lang Nine Stars
- Application of Tang Lang Nine Star
- Assessing Qi of the Landform
- Shape and element of mountain
- Five ghost carry treasure formula
- Ideas of activating five ghosts carry treasure
- Mountain piercing 72 dragons
- Mountain piercing 120 dragons

Subject Information

Total Course Duration: 16 hours
Class Duration: 1 day (8 hours)
Revision Duration: 7 hours

(Include 1 hour TEST Paper)

Pre-Requisites: Completion of M7

Language & Course Material:
This subject is conducted in English and workbook will be provided for students.

Recognition & Next Step
Upon successfully completing the Test, a confirmation letter will be provided for a placement to continue to MGC Practical.
Upon successful completion of all subjects M6-M8 and Test, you will graduate with a Diploma in Master Graduate Course.
The ultimate last step on your way to become a Master in Feng Shui

Mfengshuified’s Master Graduate Course is conducted once a year at the end of each year to provide students with practical onsite training and be able to use classical feng shui in the correct manner. Having just theory alone is not enough to practice feng shui and be a consultant as feng shui is a very powerful tool that can either harm when not correctly use or enhance a person’s life. Therefore this is a vital course for students who wish to embark their journey into the world of feng shui as a Master Consultant and gain this knowledge of a lifetime.
Day 1
- Assessing and measuring mountain and river
- Assessing the modern day mountain and river

Day 2
- Audit commercial properties and apartments

Day 3
- Audit landed properties and land

Day 4
- Team audit project and case study

Day 5
- Team presentation
- Graduation Ceremony

Additional Information
- This onsite practical training will bring students outdoors; therefore have appropriate clothing, sweater and walking shoes with you.
- Food and beverage will be provided for students during lunch and tea breaks.
- All transportation and/or entrance fees shall be provided for students.
- Students will be required to do a team presentation in order to pass the exam. It is compulsory.
- Graduation ceremony will include a photography session for students receiving certificate and awards.

Subject Information
Total Course Duration: 36 hours
Onsite Duration: 4 ½ days (36 hours)
Graduation Ceremony: 4 hours
(Include 1/2 day 4 hours Practical Onsite TEST)
Pre-Requisites: Completion of M8

Language & Course Material:
This subject is conducted in English and workbook will be provided for students.

Recognition:
Upon successful completion of all subjects M6-M8, Practical Training and Test, you will graduate with a Certificate in the Master Graduate Course.
Don’t let the numbers define you but instead you define the numbers to work for you!

This workshop is designed for students to learn to be creative with numerology based on the Greek numeral system with Feng Shui Lou Shu numbering. The combination becomes a powerful system that can calculate the true meaning of each name and what the number represents. Students will also learn how to co-relate each number, logo design and creative ways to disperse bad numbers with elements and colours. How to make your business card work for you, make a name sell and be famous will also be taught together with the essential of basic feng shui to make it even more effective.
Principles of M-numero
- Introduction to numerology
- The Greek method
- The Feng Shui method
- The Combination

Application
- Alphabets vs. Numbers
- Definition of numbers
- Calculation of names and numbers
- The importance of first, last and overall
- Decrypting the meaning

Elements, Shapes and Colours
- The five elements
- Colours and shapes
- The cycle of five elements
- Creative ways with elements
- Enhancing and suppressing numbers
- Elements and characteristic of each Gua
- The eight compass directions
- Pairing relationships and meanings for each Gua
- Eight Life Aspirations

Logo Design
- Why is logo design important?
- Creative ways with numero
- Using logo the correct way
- Business card design and meanings
- Case studies

Basic Feng Shui
- Intro to Feng Shui
- What is the Life Trigram?
- How to calculate the life trigram Gua
- Definition of Gua numbers

Subject Information
Total Course Duration 8 hours
Class Duration 1 day
Pre-Requisites: None
Language & Course Material:
This subject is conducted in English and workbook will be provided for students.
Recognition & Next Step
Upon successful completion of subject, you will receive a Certificate of Expert in M-Numero Course.
The one-day that can forecast your year ahead and change your destiny.

This is an annual event that is informative on what to expect each year and how the change of energy can affect you. Attending this seminar shall prepare you and pave your way to a better year to exceed in the different areas of your lifestyle. It will also help you to know what to expect each month, your horoscope destiny for the year and the evaluation of the energy surrounding your property for the year. Attending this seminar will make sure you stay ahead in the game and come out at the top as presentation of the global market and industrial outlook shall also be presented.
Global Forecast
Global forecast will be based on general outlook for the whole year and subdivided to forecast:
- Business / Wealth Outlook
- Career Outlook
- Stock Market Outlook
- Education Outlook
- Health Outlook
- Relationship Outlook

Bazi (4 Pillars) Forecast
How the elements will effect the year and what are the indications of this chart. An eye-opener on how the year will begin and end.

Industrial Forecast
Which business industries are expected to do well in the year and what to do if your business is affected with the clash of elements of the year.

Flying Stars Forecast
Each year the flying stars are flown into different sectors, in this seminar you will be able to find out where the auspicious and inauspicious stars are located and what to remedy or enhance the star. Flying stars is one of the main classical schools of feng shui and is a very powerful tool when used properly.

Flying Stars Property Analysis
Flying stars of each individual 8 compass facing direction for the property and what to expect yearly in the household. A brief monthly chart of what to expect from the direction of the household and when to renovate is also presented.

Astrology Chart
Forecast for each of the 12 animal horoscope sign with subdivided categories on luck, wealth, romance, career, health and academic luck will be presented. Remedies and enhancer will also be presented to ease your mind and energize your soul.

Additional Information
- Brief outlook of Australia
- Upcoming courses
- Feng Shui Audits
“With realization of one’s own potential and self confidence in one’s ability, one can build a better world” – Dalai Lama

Graduation and Recognition

What you deserve, your global passport in the Art of Balance!

Graduating at MI will bring you to a higher level of understanding of Classical Feng Shui the way it should be and to graduate these requirements need to be fulfil:

- Have successfully completed all courses and exams
- Have successfully completed all practical trainings
- Have successfully completed all revision hours

With the requirements fulfilled, it will reward you with a certification of graduation from MI recognized under Mfengshuified Institute of Authentic Classical Feng Shui and gain recognition of your studies that can be applied internationally. You will be able to become a Master Consultant anywhere in the world as your knowledge in the Main Schools of Classical Feng Shui will have no boundaries and it is widely applied all over the world.

This will give you the opportunity to work anywhere in the world and set up your own practice. It is an experience of life-changing adventures and at the same time enhances your career path.

In this chosen path, the more experience you gain, the more your practice, the more you will be worth; aging it seems will be well worth it and what better way than to create an Art of Balance daily.
**Autumn Intake**
Master Practitioner Course (MPC)

MPC Intensive
- 1st week March
- 3rd week March

**Winter Intake**
Master Practitioner Course (MPC)

MPC Extended
- Starts 1st weekend May
- Starts 1st weekend June

MPC Intensive
- 3rd week May
- 3rd Week June

**Spring Intake**
Master Graduate Course (MMGC)
- Starts end September

**Other Courses**
M-Numero (M9)
- Mar, May, June, September

Seminars
Annual Feng Shui Forecast & Updates (MFU)
- February

All courses intake stated here are for Melbourne Campus.
- Extended Courses runs over 6 weekends.
- Intensive Courses runs over seven consecutive days.
- Graduate courses runs over eight consecutive days.
- Other courses and seminar are conducted within 1 day or half day.

The institute reserves the right to amend the schedule at its own discretion without any notice.
Melbourne
Our main campus is located in on Moray Street, South Melbourne that lies between the riverfront Southbank precinct to the north and the bayside suburbs of Port Melbourne and Albert Park to the south. Our campus also offers a retail shop where you can purchase all your feng shui products and tools from our prestigious brand by “World Of Feng Shui” and has easy access from public transport and a huge carpark facility right opposite the campus.
South Melbourne is one of Melbourne’s oldest inner-city suburbs legacies if the past can be seen at various locations such as the South Melbourne Town Hall that was built in 1880, and many small but attractive gardens that are dotted throughout the residential areas. South Melbourne’s close proximity to the Melbourne CBD has seen the development of many high-rise buildings through the years.

Kuala Lumpur
Venue for courses held in Kuala Lumpur City Centre will be at a hotel business convention room unless otherwise stated. Venues will only be informed once the course has been scheduled.

Shanghai
Coming soon.
By Car
From Crown Casino Whiteman Street
1. Head south towards Clarendon St.
2. Slight left onto Clarendon St.
3. Turn left onto Ross St.
4. Turn left onto Moray St.

From Kings Way Southbank
1. Head south-east on Kings Way towards Burnley Tunnel
2. Slight right to stay on Kings Way
3. Kings Way turns slightly right and into York St.
4. Turn right onto Tope St.
5. Turn left onto Market St
6. Take the 1st left on to Moray Street

From St Kilda Road
1. Head north on St Kilda Rd towards Leopold St
2. Turn Left onto Albert Rd
3. Turn right onto Kings Way
4. Turn left onto Coventry St
5. At the roundabout, take the 3rd exit onto Moray Street

By Tram
Route: East Coburg – South Melbourne
Tram # 112
Stop: York St Clrendon St
1. Head east on York St towards Clarendon St
2. Turn left onto Moray St
3. Destination will be on the left
4.

Route: West Coburg - Domain Interchange
Tram # 55
Stop: York St Kings Way
1. Head north-west on Kings Way
2. Sharp left to stay on Kings Way
3. Slight right onto York St
4. Turn right onto Moray St.
5. Destination will be on the left
One of the world’s most livable cities!
It’s a city of energy, sophistication and innovation.

Melbourne

Why study in Melbourne? Why not? Marvelous Melbourne is the place to be!

From botanical gardens to high-rise buildings, Melbourne has definitely become a fascinating place to live in or even for a short visit. With a diverse range of countries and religious backgrounds, it is truly a multicultural city; hence you will get a flavour of everything there is to offer. Melbourne is also one of the easiest places to live in and to get around with excellent public transport system and weather ranges from maximums of 40C in the summer to well under 20C in winter with the winter minimum occasionally under 5C. There are also many attractive range from arts, leisure, fashion, beaches, boating, theatre, cinema, festivals, sport and many more including casino to museum to markets. The Melbourne communities are friendly people who all work together in making this city one of the safest places in the world. An ideal place to get education, and yet relax at the same time, feast on good food, shop till you drop, attend myriad festivals that the city offers and receiving unconditional love from the people of Melbourne.
We are the only institute in this field to provide student support for our students

Local Students

Studying at MI, local student will be able to benefit revision group support, meetings or for a coffee club program whenever it is held whilst they are still completing their revision hours before graduating from the Master Graduate Course.

The institute will also be able to guide students to become a good practitioner and consultant with a step-to-step guide on how to do it with confidence and making sure that it is done correctly. This is one of the benefits to gain experience with the institute being able to share experiences and run through case studies after case studies so students will get a different scenario for each case studies and will be better prepared when consulting.

For inter-state students, we will be able to recommend good accommodation that is close by to the campus and places to visit during their stay here. As for support group for inter-state students, it can be done via Internet either through emails or skype. In future we will also look into a student forum for easy access and for students to share their experiences.
Overseas Student

You are about to embark on an exciting journey, filled with lots of new impressions and opportunities to meet new friends, all in a fast-paced and challenging academic climate.

As most overseas students will usually enroll for the Intensive Course, you will not require any student visa, as the course is not longer than three months. You can apply for a tourist or a business visa that would be sufficient timeline for your stay of up to three months normally or shorter, depending on which country you are coming from.

We will be able to assist you in searching for the right accommodation that is close by to the campus and has public transport available in order for you to get around easier. It is advisable for you to arrive two to three days before the course starts to get you settle in and have a brief orientation. You can arrange to go home two or three days later incase you would want to run through some notes on your courses unless if you are staying longer for a sightseeing visit.

The weather in Victoria is temperate and mild with four distinct seasons (sometimes these can be experienced all in the same day!). Students will need to have a range of clothing to cater for the seasonal climatic conditions.

**Summer (Dec to Feb) - 25C to 35C**
Mostly warm, with occasional very hot days.

**Autumn (Mar to May) – 18C to 24C**
Most days are pleasantly mild

**Winter (Jun to Aug) – 6C to 14C**
Most days are cool

**Spring (Sep to Nov) 15C to 22C**
Most days are pleasantly mild

For support group after your course, it can be done via Internet either through emails or skype. In future we will also look into a student forum for easy access and for students to share their experiences.
Local Students

Local students will be able to benefit from:

- Revision Group Studies to complete their revision hours at the campus.
- Group meetings or coffee club meetings.
- Online support via emails and skype.
- Step-to-step guide on how to become a good practitioner and consultant.
- Events held by the institute.
- First priority for latest feng shui products arrival at the shop
- First priority to other new courses, lectures and guest lectures
- Newsletters on latest updates or new case studies.

Overseas Students

Local students will be able to benefit from:

- Online support via emails and skype.
- Step-to-step guide on how to become a good practitioner and consultant.
- Invitations for events held by the institute.
- First priority for latest feng shui products arrival at the shop
- First priority to other new courses, lectures and guest lectures
- Newsletters on latest updates or new case studies.
- If a student wishes to bring their own translator during the course, the institute will incur any additional course fee but only a minimum fee for food and beverage services.
How to Apply & Pre-requisites

Carpe Diem!
Apply for a spot today and gain the knowledge of a lifetime

Send in your application today!

For new students or repeat students who wish to take the course again:

- Call us at +61 3 9078 6596 or write to us via email us at wofsmelb8@fengshuified.com for an application form that you need to fill in and submit to us.
- Choose the intake you wish to enroll in and make planning ahead of time.
- There are no pre-requisite for students who wish to take M1 or other single courses, workshops available, however, pre-requisites for other subjects will be needed for you to move on to the next subject or a next level. See our subject outline for more details.
- Pre-requisite for Master Graduate Course (MMGC), students will need to complete successfully the Master Practitioner Course before enrolling into this course.
- The institute reserves the right not to admit a student at their own discretion.
We are the only institute in this field to extend payment policies for our students

Money Matters

Course Fees

Course fees are calculated based on each subjects and/or courses. Fees will also include workshop and examination fee. The fees will also include workbooks, lunch & tea breaks and transportation or entrance fees (if any) for the workshop tours. Please ask us for more information regarding the present fee schedule.

Early Bird

Based on our fee schedule, students are entitled to an early bird discount if they enroll early and there are several tiers of discounts entitlement for:

- Early payment (Early Bird).
- Signing up all future courses in advance.
- Repeat students are entitled to a 40% discount from the course fee.

Payment Terms

Students have several options of remitting their fees.

- Payment in advance.
- Monthly payments prior to the start of the course.
- For extended course, payment per subject.

All payments should be fully settled before commencement of class.

Fine Print

Fees indicated relate to 2012 and should only be used as a guide. MI reserves the right to adjust fees for on an annual basis.

In addition to the fees outlines, you may be required to purchase items related to your course, including field trips, and excursions, specified textbooks and equipment unless otherwise stated. These fees are not compulsory and students may choose to purchase these items independently. These expenses vary from courses to courses.
Your Pathways! Options and more

At MI we provide opportunities for students. It doesn’t stop after you graduate, as it’s only just the beginning. There are never too many consultants and there’s never enough awareness on Classical Feng Shui and here’s your opportunity to become an instructor at the end of the day. There are many options after you graduate to choose the right path that you will walk along and we are here to give you those options. We are the first institute to offer these opportunities for life after graduation, so explore your options with us today.
Feng Shui Audits
Audits can be applied as follow:

- Onsite Residential
- Onsite Commercial
- Onsite Land & Design
- Online Feng Shui Audit
- Corporate Feng Shui Talk/Seminar designed for Commercial Business or functions

All onsite audits will be based on the Four Main Classical School methods. For online it will be based on Two Main Classical School.

Online Reports
Consultancy via email:

- M-Bazi (Destiny) Reading
- M-Bazi Love Luck Analysis
- M-Bazi Relationship Analysis
- M-Bazi Compatibility/Marriage Analysis
- M-Bazi Career Analysis
- M-Bazi Wealth Analysis
- Numerology Reading
- Feng Shui Logo Design
- Date Selection
- Annual Reports for Bazi, Flying Stars Analysis

Other Services
Other services we provide:

- Wealth Vase Workshop
- Water Dragon Pond Audit
- Water Dragon Drain Audit
- Locating wealth sectors with water feature & crystal (indoor per room)
- Spiritual Revitalize Energy for home (coming soon)
- Spiritual Revitalize Energy for self (coming soon)
- Spiritual Destiny Reading in person (coming soon)
World Of Feng Shui
We are business partners with WOFS and our shop has a variety of top quality products from the prestigious brand name World Of Feng Shui. World famous best-selling writer and expert on feng shui Lilian Too and her daughter Jennifer Too founded World Of Feng Shui. They have been creative with the range of products and you will be able to find all enhancers, cures, books and feng shui fashion in our shop.

ThirtyFour
34 one of the most fashionable products that is a highlight at our shop offering handbags and cuffs that has intricate controlled freeform that diversify to form design that very much plays a part of a suitable element that compliments our lifestyle. Designed by ShuennKee Chong, owner and founder of 34, a metal-smithing graduate from renowned Parson’s School of Design in New York.

M
Our own collection of design based on the influence of feng shui can also be found in our shop. We hunt down suitable products with creative designs for the modern lifestyle and still retain the essence of traditional feng shui teachings. You will also be able to find commission pieces of artwork specially design for you and will not be reproduced and these pieces are for used to enhance the home with special meanings.
**January**
1-31 Last month to sign up for Annual Feng Shui Forecast & Updates 2013 (MFU)

**February**
4  Annual Changeover of Flying Stars
10 Auspicious time to create Wealth Vase during Chinese New Year (Feb 10 – Feb 24)
17, 23 Annual Feng Shui Forecast & Updates (MFU)

**March**
11, 25 M-Numero Course (M9)
4-10 Intensive MPC Course
18-24 Intensive MPC Course

**May**
4  Extended MPC Course starts (May 4 – May 26)
20-26 Intensive MPC Course
27  M-Numero (M9)

**June**
1  Extended MPC Course starts (June 1 – June 23)
17-23 Intensive MPC Course
24  M-Numero (M9)

**July**
29  1st Revision Hours Reports Submission

**August**
26  2nd Revision Hours Reports Submission

**September**
1  MFU Ticket Sale starts for 2014
9  3rd Revision Hours Reports Submission
16  Final Submission of Revision Hours Report
27  Master Graduate Course (MMGC) starts (Sep 27 – Oct 4)

**October**
5  M-Numero (M9)

**December**
-- Final Results released